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CURRICULUM REVIEW

Before starting the academic year, the PSTA team reviewed the current programme structure in 
terms of the balance of the modules taught by the local team and the PSTA visiting staff 
workshop interventions. The intention is to create greater synergy between these two elements
so that they further complement each other and provide an integrated teaching methodology. 
This new approach will also serve as regular curriculum and staff development process.
The review process also included the Graduation Project, which, starting from this year, will be 
extended by a month and divided into 4 phases: 
•Design Phase; 
•Experimentation and Technical Tests Phase; 
•Production Phase; 
•Presentation Phase. 
The Experimentation and Technical Tests Phase is a new introduction. The Presentation Phase 
has been introduced to allow both teachers and students to focus on the final presentation of 
their pieces and allowing set-up time before the show.
Tutorial will regularly occur through each phase of the Graduation Project to guide students’ 
work, solve any arising issues timely and keep deadlines. 



THE CURRICULUM

The first year students were introduced to three drawing modules: Observational drawing, 
Geometry and Floral patterns “Nabati”. These modules are structured to enable both beginners 
and those with a previous artistic background to focus on the basics and principles of traditional 
arts.  In addition to class work, students were asked to repeat specific drawings at home in order 
to practice and enhance their artistic skills. 



Crafts: Ceramics for the First Year Students 

The  Ceramics craft was introduced to the first year students  in seven classes, where the following 
topics and techniques were discussed and practiced:
•Introducing the materials
•Making slabs
•Exploring the scratching technique on colored slips
•Carving plaster forms to make tiles
•Creating the moulds
•Pressing clay in the plaster moulds
•Refining the pressed tiles
•Painting on ready made tiles
•Experimenting different glazing techniques



Crafts: Gypsum & Glass for the First Year Students 

The Gypsum & Glass craft was introduced to the first year students  in seven classes, where the 
following topics and techniques were discussed and practiced:
•Introducing the materials, tools, the craft and its process
• Preparing the gypsum putty
•Making the basic cutting tool
•Pouring the Gypsum for the panels
•Introducing the cutting techniques of straight lines and curves
•Working on a more complicated patterns
•Practicing the cutting techniques
•Fixing the glass
•Practicing the finishing techniques
•Introducing carving techniques



Color Workshop conducted by Delfina Botessini

Delfina Botessini conducted an intensive workshop, where she started by the basics and 
principles of colors. The first thing was to introduce the concept of color harmonies, which 
enables the students to enjoy a wide range of shades and tones that are richer than those 
artificially produced, and available in art shops.
Students experiencing mixing the primary colors to create their own secondary and tertiary 
ones, thus having their own palette. 
In addition to using Gouache and Watercolors, different media were used , such as: Inks, 
Diluted Aswan red clay , or a mixture of clay and Gum Arabic, a mixture of different earthen 
pigments and egg yolk.
The students explored the different materials and the different painting techniques  by 
painting several geometric patterns.



Biomorphic Workshop conducted by Amber Khokar

The workshop aims at encouraging and enabling the  students to understand and re examine 
familiar motifs and in doing so develop and modify motifs within their craft. Amber Khokar
began by introducing them to the design process using a floral theme as the starting and end 
point. Then they experienced a variety of mediums and methods to produce a folio of artwork 
that could be applied to first and second year coursework.  The students were given the 
opportunity to use different materials and tools: inks, using brushes and quills, charcoal pencils, 
chalks and pastels, in a variety of quick and detailed sketches. Amber encouraged the students to 
analyze a variety  of  floral forms that were used in Islamic Art, and most importantly develop 
their own designs.  They were able to use the sketches and drawings they had produced 
previously as a starting point, alongside their imagination to create a range of floral motifs using 
rotational symmetry. After painting and shading a series of their personal, unique designs the 
artwork s were displayed and followed by a group crit



The last exercise of the workshop combined design elements with colour work in the form 
of a traditional Shamsa motif. The students were asked to  experiment with colour palettes. 
Colours were mixed and tested on white paper. Each student’s colour combination was 
agreed before they proceeded with painting techniques.  



First Term Project: A Decorative Panel

After completing their introductory courses in the crafts of Gypsum& Glass and Ceramics, the 
students were asked to design and make a decorative panel. The aim was to create a piece that is 
inspired by traditional arts, but suits our contemporary interiors. Most of the students succeeded in 
combining Geometric and floral pattern in  well balanced compositions, that reflected great 
potential and creativity. In one month each of the students had to design his project, implement his 
design either in Ceramics or Gypsum, produce a “Design Sheet” explaining the different processes 
he went through, in addition to painting a “Color sheet”. 
Presenting their projects and expressing their ideas are very important aspects that the students were 
encouraged to do. The aim was to share their experiences with their tutors and colleagues, discuss 
the shortcomings and the technical problems they faced.



First Term Project: A  Decorative panel

Understanding the different qualities of the materials, the various techniques used and the 
possibilities of the crafts are all important issues that the students became aware of. However 
the tutors wanted to expand their experience further by inquiring about the cost of each project. 
Each student was asked to roughly calculate the cost of materials and tools used in his piece, in 
addition to estimating the amount of time invested in the whole project. It is important that the 
students be able to evaluate their artwork and price it, as a practical to market their work. 



Second Year Crafts Specializations: Ceramics

The second year students were divided into two groups according to the craft they specialized 
in, either Ceramics or Marquetry.
The ceramics group worked on the following topics:
•Introducing the different materials used ( clays, pigments, glazes…)
•Working with white and colored slips
•Exploring different techniques of applying slips (brushing, spraying,….)
•Experimenting the different scratching techniques
•Using stamps on clay
•Piercing and cutting in vessels
•Carving on clay
•Applying glazes using different techniques
•Exploring underglaze painting
•Practicing brushwork on different vessels ( plates, bowls, vases,…)
•Exploring the glaze injection technique
•Experimenting the lustre technique



Second Year Crafts Specializations: Ceramics

Visiting Tunis Pottery & Handicrafts festival is becoming an integral part of the ceramics craft 
specialization. The students accompanied by their tutors visited a number of ceramics workshops 
were they met the ceramicists, and got a chance to see them at work.
The ceramics of Tunis Village, or what has become recently known as “Fayoum Ceramics” are the 
result of the efforts of the Swiss ceramicist Mrs Evelynne Porret, who established a Pottery school 
in the village and has been teaching and training men and women for almost three decades. Now 
the village  hosts  numerous  ceramics workshops, and their work is becoming famous in Cairo and 
other cities. Mrs Evelynne encouraged her students to produce work that presents their local 
environment using simple  techniques. 
Our students spend a lot of time  between the different kilns, workshops and showrooms, where 
the local ceramicists and our tutors discussed a number of technical issues.  The visit was a great 
opportunity  for the students to compare the artistic and technical characteristic s of Fayoum
Ceramics to other products. Also it was important for them to understand how small workshops 
and young artisans can operate their businesses and market their artwork.
The students were asked to write a technical report about the village and its ceramics workshop, 
such a document will  help them to understand and analyze such  a successful experiment  in arts 
and crafts.



Second Year Crafts Specializations: Woodwork

The second year students who specialized in Marquetry, started the term by an intensive course 
in what is locally known as “Arabic Carpentry”, a kind of wood joinery that depends on specific 
angles without using nails or glue.  This technique required a thorough analysis of the geometric 
patterns and how to cut the different angles to create these patterns.
Parallel to their practice in wood joinery, the students continued practicing Marquetry. Our 
strategy this year, was to assign specific exercises to enable the students to improve their 
cutting, assembling and finishing skills. 
More time was dedicated this year to improve the finishing of the students ‘ panels, as now 
students  take extra care in sanding their artwork and apply numerous coats of oil and natural 
wax. The painstaking efforts done by the students is what turn  wood into priceless materpieces.



A Nabati drawings workshop by Adam Williamson

Adam started with a series of warm up exercises including line quality and an introduction to the 
family of motifs and structural components key to the ‘Rumi’ style. Students were taken through 
exercises in building basic compositions, using these components.



A Nabati drawings workshop by Adam Williamson

During a field trip to Ibn Tulun, the students were asked 
to study the compositions on the minbar. These patterns 
were very complex as there was a second layer that
interweaved with the main pattern. The students tackled 
the task with great attention to detail. 
Studying the wood carved compositions in Ibn Tulun,
which need to be resolved in way that a painted 
composition does not, helped the students understand 
positioning and the weaving of the spirals



A Nabati drawings workshop by Adam Williamson

Most students had reached the course goal to have all the patterns complete and traced down onto 
the paper ready for painting in ink. Some students took theirs home to complete the transfer of the 
designs.



A New Metalwork Trainer ….and New Techniques

Mr Shawki Abdul Hameed joined the Programme’s team this year and started working with 
the first year students. He introduced a number of metalwork techniques to give the students a 
better understanding of the craft. So in addition to the cutting technique using fret saws, the 
students worked on piercing and hammering techniques. These techniques enabled the 
students to transform different geometric and floral patterns into brass pieces, that could be 
used as different lighting features and accessories. It can be denied that working with metals 
is challenging on my levels specially physically, however the students got used to the required 
effort and proceeded working with the tough tools and materials.



A New Metalwork Trainer ….and New Techniques

At first the students were introduced to the materials and tools, and they were encouraged to start 
each process independently, so they had to select the proper thickness of the brass sheet, cut their 
own piece, stick their design and prepare the piece to apply the various techniques. Although 
some of the students felt overwhelmed in the beginning, things developed smoothly and most of 
the students were able to practice the different techniques that were introduced.  



Exploring the craft of Marquetry

This year, and because of  the presence of  a 
new teaching assistant for the woodwork 
craft, the students were able to work more 
accurately and efficiently than the previous 
years.
We started by simple geometric patterns were 
the students practiced cutting the veneers by 
different chisels. Such exercise was repeated 
many times using more intricate patterns to 
familiarize the students to the materials and 
tools.
The second technique introduced to the 
students was using fret saws to cut curves and 
broken lines. This technique enabled the 
students to  transform the floral patterns they 
have been drawing and exploring in 
monuments to their wooden panels. Students 
were given ample time to practice on using 
the fret saws.
It is interesting that some students found the 
chisels easier to cut, while others enjoyed 
using the fret saws more.



Exploring the craft of Marquetry

The only way to get a beautiful piece of art, is by paying 
attention and spending time on the finishing phase. 
Accordingly students were taught different methods of 
sanding their wooden pieces and applying different 
finishing materials such as natural oils and wax.
The sanding seemed tiring in the beginning but the 
students were keen to spend more time as they realize how 
beautiful the pieces look after proper sanding.



A Box Making Workshop by Farid Aliturki

The objective of the workshop was to make boxes, an exercise that the students were keen to 
undertake. Farid started by introduction of the different parts of wood used in box making or 
furniture, and followed it by introducing the different machinery used. Great emphasis was given on 
the safety issues to encourage the students to use the machines in a safe and correct way. Every 
student was given the opportunity to use the machines and try more than once, till he gets the 
accurate and neat edges required.
At the beginning some of the students were intimidated by the machines and the amount of work 
required to prepare the wooden pieces and cut neat edges, however they became more excited as 
their boxes were getting ready to be glued. 



A Box Making Workshop by Farid Aliturki

Parallel to working on  making the boxes, each student was inlaying a specific pattern on the lid of 
their boxes. Ebony, mother of pearl and wood were used to highlight simple geometric patterns and 
to give each box its individual character. The time consuming process of inlaying  introduced the 
students to the different materials used, and the best ways of cutting them. Great attention was given 
to this process to ensure that the inlaid pieces fit exactly in the grooves cut into the wood, as any 
small gaps would affect  the overall design. Most of the students were able to finish their inlaying 
and the results were great. After assembling the boxes, it was time to apply coats of wax or natural 
oil, an important step that gave the boxes their final look.



A Box Making Workshop by Farid Aliturki

The students were very proud of the boxes produced during the workshop, they saw great potential in 
box making and realized that in order to make a beautiful inlaid box , a lot of effort and time is 
needed. The success of this workshop and the beauty of the products is encouraging the programme
to engage the students more in such Product-based workshops.



From 2D to 3D, an exercise in Geometry 

Drawing, painting, cutting and sticking a simple geometric 
pattern could result in a beautiful model…..That was what 
the students realized as they created their own individual 
shapes. This exercise was a great way to introduce the 
students to the “Platonic Shapes” in a practical way. The 
colorful models inspired the students to explore other 
possibilities, by combining more than one shapes together  
to create lanterns or lighting units. The students realized 
that there are endless  possibilities while designing  using 
Platonic shapes.



From 2D to 3D, an exercise in Geometry 

After several months of drawing intricate geometrical patterns, it was time for the students to 
enjoy turning the two-dimensional drawings into three-dimensional shapes. This exercise revealed 
how simples triangles and squares could lead to endless possibilities of other complicated shapes. 
The resulting shapes could be used as furniture pieces or even shelters depending on the scale and 
the materials .



Second Term Project: A Decorative Panel

After being introduced to the crafts of Veneer 
work and Metalwork, the students were asked to 
design and make a decorative panel. Like the first 
term, our aim was to create a piece that is inspired 
by traditional arts, but suits our contemporary 
interiors. Most of the students succeeded in 
combining Geometric and floral pattern in  well 
balanced compositions, that reflected great 
potential and creativity. In one month each of the 
students had to design his project, implement his 
design either in veneer or brass, produce a 
“Design Sheet” explaining the different processes 
he went through, in addition to painting a “Color 
sheet”. The students experience in the first term 
project helped them in the designing and making 
phases, and it became obvious that the students 
are capable of transferring their crafts skills into 
products.



Second Term Project: A Decorative Panel

The students succeeded in using the 
traditional geometric and floral patterns in a 
anew way. Most of the students created 
veneer panels covered in intricate geometric 
and floral decorative patterns, however one 
student decided to make a backgammon, 
where she added intricate geometric designs 
to the board. Such approach is a great 
attempt to produce  functional “high quality 
Egyptian handmade products”.  Other 
students wanted to explore the field of 
metalwork more and decided to make 
lighting units and mirror frames.



Second Term Project: A Decorative Panel



Second Year : The Graduation Project

The graduation project is a very important stage of the two-years diploma. Accordingly it has 
been extended by almost a month this year, to give the students a better opportunity in designing 
and making pieces that reflect what they have studied.
The second year students of 2013-2015 started the graduation project on the 24th of December 
2014. They are specializing in the crafts of Ceramics and Marquetry and each project could be 
divided to three different items. On the 29th and 30th of December 2014,  Amber Khokar had a 
brief session with each of them, and it was an opportunity for the students to discuss their initial 
ideas.  On the 28th of January the students had another major tutorial, where they presented their 
ideas, sketches, models to the teaching staff.
Remarks and recommendations were given to each student,  some were asked to change their 
ideas, while others were given specific instructions to improve or compliment their designs. The 
design phase will end by the beginning of March to be followed by  the “tests and 
experimentation” phase , where the students can try different techniques before making their final 
pieces.



Second Year : The Graduation Project

Samples of the students’ preliminary designs, some need modifications, some were too ambitious, 
while others are very promising.


